SIGN APPLICATIONS

523 6th Street (18SN005)
Applicant: Nick Patton
District: Downtown Commercial Historic District - Contributing – built c.a. 1928
Request: Repaint existing awning from brown to red; replace existing backlit letters to LED backlit letters. The letters’ positions and size to remain the same.

Hanzel reviewed the application and drawings.

Patton stated that the red color of the sign will tie in with all of the other signs and the new white letters will be more visible.

Jackson moved to approve the repainting of the existing awning from brown to red and the replacement of the backlit letters to LED backlit letters in the same size and position as the old letters at 523 6th Street. The motion was seconded by Fenhaus.

Fenhaus expressed her support for the proposed changes. Patton added that the LED letters will be more energy efficient.

The motion to approve the repainting of the existing awning from brown to red and the replacement of the backlit letters to LED backlit letters in the same size and position as the old letters at 523 6th Street carried with Fenhaus and Blada voting yes and Jackson abstaining.

410 5th Street (18SN006)
Applicant: Craig Stump
District: Downtown Commercial Historic District – Contributing – built c.a.1939
Request: Update existing signage with new colors to reflect tenant brand change.

Jackson moved to approve the updating of the existing signage with new colors to reflect the tenant brand change at 410 5th Street. The motion was seconded by Fenhaus.

Hanzel reviewed the application and drawings and noted that the only thing changing is the color of the signs.

In response to a question from Fenhaus, Stump advised that the stucco on the front of the building and the boards on the north side of the building will be painted.

The motion to approve the updating of the existing signage with new colors to reflect the tenant brand change at 410 5th Street carried unanimously.
MINUTES
Jackson moved to approve the minutes of the March 28, 2018 meeting. The motion was seconded by Fenhaus and carried unanimously.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 9:08 a.m.